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Q. 1. Read the following passage and answer
the questions below it :

It was at the end of 1891 between Junagarh and
Porebander that he appers to have thought of it for the
first title. At Porebander, where he began to learn
French, a pandit advised him to go to the West, where
his thoughts would be better understood than in his own
country : ‘Go and take it by storm and then return !’ At
Khandwa in the early autumn of 1892 he heard of a
Parliament of Religions to be held during the following
year at Chicago, and his first thought was how he might
take part in it. At the same time he would not allow
himself to take any steps towards the realization of this
project, and he refused to accept subscriptions for the
purpose, until he had achieved the vow of his great
pilgrimage round India. At Bangalore towards the end
of October he specifically declared to the Maharaja his
intention of going to ask the West ‘for the means to
ameliorate the material condition of India’, and to take
to it in exchange the Gospel of the Vedanta. At the end
of 1892 his mind was made-up.

At that moment he found himself at the ‘Land’s
Ends’ of India, at the extreme southern point where
Hanuman, the Monkey-God, made his fabulous leap.
But Vivekannanda was a man, as we are, and could not
follow the ways of demigods. He had traversed the vast
land of India upon the soles of his feet. For two years
his body had been in constant contact with its great
body; he had suffered from hunger, from thirst, from
murderous nature and insulting man. When he arrived
at Cape Comorin, he was exhausted, but, having no
money to pay for a boat to take him to the end of his
pilgrimage he flung himself into the sea, and swam
across the shark-infested strait. At last his task was at

an end. The struggle was over, his first battle had been
won. He had seen the path he was to follow. His mission
was chosen.

He swam back to the continent of India. From the
opposite coast he went northwards. On foot, by Ramnad
and Pondicherry, he came to Madras. And there in the
first weeks of 1893, he publicly proclaimed his wish to
conduct a Mission in the West. His fame, contrary to
his own desire, had already spread abroad; he was
besieged by visitors in this intellectual and vital city
where he stayed on two occasions, and it was in Madras
that he founded his first group of devoted disciples,
who dedicated themselves to him, and who never left
him : after his departure they continued to support him
with their letters and their faith; and he from countries
far away kept his direction over them. His burning love
for India awakened passionate echoes in their hearts,
and by their enthusiasm, the strength of his own
conviction was increased tenfold. He preached against
all search for personal salvation. It was rather public
salvation that should be sought, the regeneration of the
mother country, the resurrection of the spiritual powers
of India, and their diffusion throughtout the universe......

‘The time is ripe. The faith of the Rishis must
become dynamic. It must come out of itself’.

Nabobs and bankers offered him money for his
journey overseas, but he refused it. He asked the
disciples, who were collecting subscriptions, to appeal
rather to the middle classes : for ‘I am going on behalf
of the people and the poor’.

(A) Answer the following questions:
(i) What does ‘it’ refer to in the phrase

“.......that he appears to have thought of it for the
first time.”

Ans. Here, ‘it’ refers to the mission started by
Vivekananda to spread his thoughts on religion.

Time: 3 Hours ] [  Maximum Marks: 100

Note: Attempt all the questions. All questions carry equal marks.
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(ii) Tick the correct answer:
The pandit’s advice to Vivekananda was to:
(a) go to America and spread Hindu religion.
(b) attend the Parliament of Religions to show

the greatness of Hinduism to the world.
(c) go to Chicago, spread Hinduism and return

to India.
(d) defeat all other religions and show the

greatness of Hinduism.
Ans. (b) attend the Parliament of Religions to show

the greatness of Hinduism to the world.
(iii) What did Vivekananda want to do before

he travelled to the west? Why do you think so?
Ans. He would not allow himself to take any steps

towards the realization of this project, and he refused
to accept subscriptions for the purpose, until he had
achieved the vow of his great pilgrimage round India.

(iv) Why did Vivekananda wish to travel to the
west?

Ans. He specifically declared to the Maharaja his
intention of going to ask the West ‘for the means to
ameliorate the material condition of India’, and to take
to it in exchange the Gospel of the Vedanta.

(v) What was the special event in Viveka-
nanda’s life which took place in Madras?

Ans. In Madras that he founded his first group of
devoted disciples, who dedicated themselves to him,
and who never left him : after his departure they
continued to support him with their letters and their
faith; and he from countries far away kept his direction
over them.

(vi) Give an appropriate title of the passage.
Why do you think it is appropriate?

Ans. Title : Vivekananda’s Mission.
This complete article is about the mission of

spreading the greatness of Hinduism in the world by
Vivekananda.

(B) Give the opposite of the following words
from the passage:

(i) advised (para 1)
(ii) accept (para 1)
(iii) vast (para 2)
(iv) pubicly (para 3)
(v) departure (para 3)
Ans. (i) Unadvised; (ii) Refused; (iii) Small; (iv)

Privately; (v) Arrival.

(C) Make sentences of your own on the
following words from the text. There are six words
in all:

vow, traversed, pilgrimage, exhausted, task,
enthusiasm.

Ans. Vow: After the awful meals we had last
Christmas, I vowed to do more of the cooking myself.

Traversed : The candidates traversed the state
throughout the campaign.

Pilgrimage : He made a pilgrimage to Mecca.
Exhausted : I was totally exhausted after the

long journey.
Task : Learning driving is the easy task for me.
Enthusiasm : Presumably his lack of enthusiasm

is part of his character.
Q. 2. You have read ‘Social Injustice’ (Block 4)

which was on the problem of untouchability. What
are the steps that you take towards supporting the
underprivileged sections of our society? Write in
about 250 words.

Ans. Untouchability is a direct product of the caste
system.  It is not merely the inability to touch a human
being of a certain caste or sub-caste. It is an attitude on
the part of a whole group of people that relates to a
deeper psychological process of thought and belief,
invisible to the naked eye, translated into various
physical acts and behaviours, norms and practices.

Untouchability is the product of casteism and the
belief in purity of so called upper castes. It is generally
taken for granted that Dalits are considered polluted
people at the lowest end of the caste order. All the
menial tasks were to done by the low caste, like
removing human waste (known as “manual
scavenging”), dragging away and skinning animal
carcasses, tanning leather, making and fixing shoes.
They are supposed to reside outside the village so that
their physical presence does not pollute the “real”
village. They are restricted in terms of space and their
houses were to be of inferior quality and devoid of any
facilities like water and electricity.

Untouchability is present in nearly every sphere
of life and practiced in an infinite number of forms. At
the village level Dalits are barred from using wells used
by non-Dalits, forbidden from going to the barber shop
and entering temples, while at the level of job
recruitment and employment Dalits are systematically
paid less, ordered to do the most menial work, and
rarely promoted. Even at school, Dalit children may
be asked to clean toilets and to eat separately. 
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Starting and Ending Conversations

Before we start the thick of things, I’ll let you in
on the mindset you need to have when starting up a
conversation. Lets break the fear of speaking to
strangers that really comes from the fear of seeming
“Weird” or looking foolish. You’re essentially afraid
of the other person’s reactions, like a strange look that
says “I don’t want to talk to you”, or even someone
laughing at you. (Of course, this very rarely happens in
real life!). To be honest, we still experience moments
of fear when to start conversations in a language we
learning. And we need to start and end conversation
with proper etiquette’s and expressions. One should be
able to monitor their own speech more critically and
follow the manners and etiquette’s.

READING COMPREHENSION: ETIQUETTE
Read the passage to understand how and why

etiquette matters.
Etiquette is a set of customs and rules for polite

behavior, especially among a particular class of people
or in a particular profession. Etiquette is a system of
rules that tell you what is the polite way to behave
towards other people. The rules of etiquette cover such
things as good table manners, how to introduce one
person to another, what to say or do when someone
invites you for a meal or a visit, and many other things.

Some of the rules of etiquette seem silly, because
they began hundreds of years ago when things were not
the same as they are today. Most of the rules of etiquette
are  not silly at all. They are based on the fact that you
should never hurt other people’s feelings or make things
unpleasant or uncomfortable for other people. Kindness
is always good manners, and unkindness never is.

Many well-established rules of etiquette make
more sense when you know how they originated.
Origins of Etiquette

A man tips or lifts his hat as a polite greeting
(usually to a woman) in western countries because
hundreds of years ago knights in armor raised the visors
of their helmets so that their faces could be seen.

People shake hands because long ago men held
out their empty hand to show that they were not holding
daggers or other weapons. A man walks on the outside
of the sidewalk because at one time streets were not
paved and were muddy, and by walking on the inside
the woman would stand less chance of being splashed
by carriages.

A man helps a woman across a street or out of a
car because years ago in western countries women’s
skirts reached to the soles of their shoes and they had
to hold them up with their hands and also look down to
keep from tripping.

Times and manners have changed but some rules
of etiquette are followed all round the world specially
in formal situations. It is, however, interesting to know
about these rules even if you do not need to follow all
of them.
Some Rules of Etiquette

Introductions: Always introduce a younger person
to an older one; for example, “Ms. Verma, may I
introduce my friend Nita Kumar.” Among grownups, a
man is generally introduced to a woman; “Ms. Verma
may I introduce  Mr. Kumar.” When you are with one
friend and meet another, you must immediately
introduce them if they do not already know each other.
When you have been out with a friend and s/he
accompanies you home, you must ask him/her to come
in and meet any members of your family who are there
unless s/he already knows them. It is very rude to fail
to make or offer these introductions.
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Table Manners: Different countries have different
‘Polite’ ways to use the knife, fork, and spoon, and any
one of the ways is all right. Only the fork or spoon may
be used to carry food to the mouth, and when the table
is set with several knives and forks, the one on the
outside is always the one to use next. A napkin should
be laid in the lap and never tucked into any part of the
clothing. It is considered impolite to lean on the table
with your elbows. You should not begin to eat until
your host or hostess has begun. It is bad manners to
take too large mouthfuls or to talk while there is any
food in your mouth. One bite of food should be cut and
eaten before another is cut. These are the main rules of
table manners, but there are many more.

Gifts: Gifts should not be too expensive or too
personal (like clothing) unless you know the person
very well. Flowers and chocolates are proper gifts from
boys to girls. Now-a-days young people give treats to
friends.

Acknowledgment: Before leaving any house in
which you are a guest, you must find your host and
hostess and thank them. If you have spent the night
with them you should write a letter within a few days at
most, and thank them. A thank you note must also be
sent promptly for any gift, and it is polite to telephone
the next day when you have been at a party or at dinner
at somebody else’s house.

Courtesy to Ladies: Fifty years ago it was not
polite for a man to remain seated when a woman was
standing, unless the woman asked him to. When a
woman entered a room, every man in the room
immediately stood up and remained standing until she
sat down or asked them to sit down. A man normally
lets a woman go before him through a doorway, or
upstairs, or downstairs, and he would not get into a car
until she was in it and the door on her side was closed.
In taking places at a table, the men did not sit down
until the women were seated. Now-a-days these rules
are not followed except on very formal occasions and
mostly in the Army. With women joining the work force
in large numbers, norms have changed. Today the
relationship between the sexes is much more democratic
and less formal. Yet everyone appreciates a young man
giving his seat to women in a bus or his waiting to allow
children and women into the bus first. There are many
books that could give you rules of formal etiquette.
Most of these rules are seldom needed. Many of them
would be ridiculous if used in ordinary circumstances.
The ones that matters are of good taste, kindness and
being sensitive to other people.

Answer the following questions:
Q. 1. Say whether the following statements are

True or False. Re-read the passage to correct the
false statements:

(i) Rules of etiquette are all silly.
Ans. False: They are used to remove unpleasant-

ness.
(ii) A younger person should be introduced to an

older person.
Ans. True
(iii) It is rude to send a friend away from the door

without introducing him/her to your family.
Ans. True
(iv) It is polite to rest your elbows on the table and

eat rapidly in big mouthfuls.
Ans. False: It is impolite to lean on the table with

your elbows. One bite should be cut and eaten before
another is cut.

(v) Expensive clothing can be given to new friends.
Ans. False: Flowers and chocolates are proper gifts

to new friends.
(2) Fill in the blanks choosing appropriate

words from the text:
Etiquette tells us how to behave in society. If we

follow good manners, we will not hurt people’s
(i)....................... and our interaction will be pleasant
and (ii) ......................... Some rules of etiquette become
meaningful if we study their (iii) ...................... For
example, shaking hands began when men had to show
they were not carrying (iv) ....................... .Some rules
of etiquette are not strictly followed, especially those
that deal with (v) ...................... to ladies. However,
one like (vi) ......................... your host and hostess
before leaving a party is always followed.

Ans. (i) feelings, (ii) comfortable, (iii) origin,
(iv) weapons, (v) courtesy, (vi) thanking.

Q. 3. Answer the following briefly:
(i) How should introductions be carried out?

What expression will you use?
Ans. Always introduce a younger person to an

older person. Expressions: Mr./Ms.
(ii) List three good table manners.
Ans. (a) use a fork or spoon to carry food to the

mouth; (b) lay the napkin on the lap; (c) one bite should
be cut and eaten before another is cut.

(iii)  What gifts are acceptable among newly
made friends?

Ans. Flowers and chocolates.
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(iv) What should you do before leaving a party
or a friend’s house?

Ans. Find the host and the hostess and thank them.
(v) How did the custom of shaking hands start?
Ans. Long ago men held out their empty hands to

show that they were not holding daggers or other
weapons.

(vi) Why does a man walk on the outside of the
sidewalk?

Ans. In olden days roads were not paved and were
muddy. By walking on the inside, the woman would
stand less chance of being splashed by mud brought up
by carriages.
LISTENING: PROBLEMS IN STARTING A
CONVERSATION

While listening to someone our expectations, are
linked to our purpose in listening. We generally listen
to someone with some preconceived idea of the matter.
So there is a close association between listener
expectation, purpose and comprehension. Listening is
not a passive process. In fact, the listener can, and
should, be at least as engaged in the process as the
speaker. The phrase ‘Active Listening’ is used to
describe this process of being fully involved.

Answer the questions  after reading the
conversation given below:

Tape Script: Problems in starting a conversation
Rinku: Hello Dev! Bunked the class as usual?
Dev: Oh Hi! Yes, I had to miss either the class or

my breakfast. You know how it is in the hostel!!
Rinku: Yes, of course I do! Food for thought can

always wait but real food can’t! (Both laugh)
Dev: Well, why aren’t you in the class? Don’t tell

me…
Rinku: Well, I missed the Youth Special…I was

waiting for Neha. I wonder what’s keeping her
away?…..(Seeing Neha coming) Hi, Neha! Where have
you been?

Dev: Hello Neha. How are you?
Neha: Hello! How are you?
Dev: Fine, thank you.
Rinku: What took you so long? Thought you were

never coming!
Neha: There’s a new student in our class–Shakeel

Ahmed. I was introducing him to some of the others.
He seemed so lost…

Rinku: Well! Well! Well! Neha is sure spreading
her wings! I’ve never known her to talk to strangers!

Dev: (Hurt tone) Yes, not so long ago, I was the
new one in the class. You didn’t take me around or
introduce me to friends!

Neha: Well, Rinku you weren’t in the class! And,
as usual the others ignored him completely. So someone
had to break the ice!

Dev: Of course, someone had to introduce him
around and make him feel good. And that some one
had to be Neha! Lucky fellow!

Rinku: Shut up, Dev. Enough of your fooling. But
Neha, a round of introduction shouldn’t have taken you
so long…

Neha: Well, once he began, he went on and on.
And I didn’t know how to come out of it without
seeming rude. [They all laugh]

Q. 1. Say whether the following statements are
True (T) or False (F). For each of  the statements
either correct it if it is false or, give evidence from
the conversation to prove that the statement is True.

(i) Dev is the new boy in class.
 Ans. False: Shakeel Ahmed is the new boy in class.
(ii) Rinku and Neha are close friends.
Ans. True. Rinku says “Well! Well! Well!……….

strangers. This shows intimacy; closeness.
(iii) Neha and Dev are close friends.
Ans. False: Dev says “How are you?” Uses formal

language. They know each other well but are not close
friends.

(iv) Rinku appears to be a quiet and shy person.
Ans. (iv) False: Knows both Dev and Neha well.

Laughs a lot.
(v) Neha makes friends easily.
Ans. False: Both Dev and Rinku are surprised that

she talked to the new student.
Q. 2. Answer the following questions briefly.

You may have to listen to the conversation again:
(i) Find three words that tell us the conversation

is taking place between students.
Ans. Bunk the class; hostel; youth special.
(ii) How does Rinku make fun to Dev?
Ans.  Makes fun of him because he prefers food to

studies. “Food for thought can always wait but real food
can’t”.

(iii) How does Dev make fun of Neha?
Ans.  Makes fun of Neha for starting a friendship

with the new boy in the class—, “Lucky fellow!”
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(iv) What is polite behaviour with newcomers?
Ans. Someone should start a conversation with the

newcomer. He must be introduced to the others in the
class/department/office.

(v) Is Neha able to end conversations
effectively? How do you know?

Ans. No, though Neha wants to end the conver-
sation, she allows Shakeel to continue talking. She is
unable to make an excuse and come away.
SAMPLES OF GREETINGS

Introducing and greeting someone are the first
thing we say to someone or meet someone new to make
them relaxed and comfortable. It may be at any place
like at official meeting, party or gathering. For starting
a  conversation we need to involve three steps: greeting;
introducing yourself; asking after the other person’s
well-being. We could use some of these expressions
while introducing our self.

Formal is more polite and also if you don’t know
the person. In formal is used when talking to friends
only!

Introducing Yourself
Alka: Have you met Priya?
Priya this is Nakul, a friend of mine from the office.
Priya: Hello Nakul!
Nakul: Hello, nice to meet you.
Nisha: Mr. Shashank, May I introduce you to my

husband Amit?
Amit: this is Mr. Shashank our Manager.
Mr. Shashank: How do you do?
Amit: How do you do?
May I introduce myself?
I’m Laxmi Sharma from Amity University.
I have an appointment to see the Vice Chairman,

Mr. Gulati at 4 pm. My name is Tushar Sharma and
I’m from Airtel India Ltd.

Q. 1. Read the short pieces below and decide
on the following for each dialogue:

• Where is the conversation taking place?
• What is their relationship?
• Strangers/friends/family/acquaintances

colleagues/neighbours
• Underline the words/ expressions that tell you

about their relationship.
(i) Ramesh Dixit: What a pleasure to see you,

Mr. Sharma! How are you keeping?
Vikram Sharma: Not bad. How are you doing,

Mr. Dixit?

Ans. Formal situation like office or neighbour-
hood, could be colleagues or neighbours who do not
know each other well.

(ii) Nitoo: Good morning. Welcome to Fergusson
College, ma’am. The seminar is in Room number 16
down this corridor.

Ans. Formal; College student and a visitor to the
college.

(iii) Krishan Kumar: Mr. Peter Walsh, how do
you do? I’m Krishna Kumar, Personnel officer.
Welcome to BHEL.

Peter Walsh: Thank you, Mr. Kumar. How do you
do?

Ans. Formal; Office; New colleague or a visitor.
(iv) Vikram Sharma: Good morning, Sir!
Anil Ratan: Good morning, Vikram. I didn’t see

you in class yesterday. Are you keeping well?
Vikram Sharma: Yes Sir, thank you very much.
Ans. Formal; Outside class; Teacher and student.
(v) Amrita Gill: Hi! I’m Amrita Gill. We’ve just

moved into this locality.
R.K.: Hi! I’m R.K. and this is Anu. Anu’s in the

ninth at Sprindale’s and
I’m in the twelfth at Father Agnel. What about you?
Ans. Informal; Teenagers–Neighbourhood-

Strangers.
(vi) Students: Good morning, ma’am.
Teacher: Good morning? It’s well past 12 O’ clock.
Ans.  Formal; Classroom; Teacher and class.
(vii) Visitor: Good evening, I have an appointment

with David Lee.
Reception: Good evening, could you sit down for

a moment? I’ll find out whether Mr. Lee is in.
Visitor: Of course, I’m Ajay Makeja from ICICI.
Ans. Formal; Office-Meeting for the first time.

WRITING: SHORT RESPONSES
The best advice for starting a conversation is

actually quite simple—focus on the other person or say
something light-hearted. Starting a conversation with
a stranger is a rather difficult task. Often, the person
with whom you are trying to start a conversation will
have some unique aspect of themselves. Perhaps it is
an item of jewellery, an unusual shirt, or maybe even a
tattoo; something distinctive that tells a story about the
person. Items like this give you a starting point for
conversation.
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